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recent times, but which lent an antiquarian setting to the place. They 
found also, in graves, the hones of two persons,» which tradition has 
erroneous! v regarded as those of Brebeuf and Lallemant, forgetful of 
.the fact that their hones were found by the searching party from Ste. 
.Marie in 1(549, and taken toTJuebec.

87. Passing to the high ground east of the Sturgeon River, one 
rinds the most'northerly site of the group on the land of Frank Joseph, 
the west half of lot 6, concession 10. Here, on a patch of ground, 
cultivated only during the past two seasons, they have found stone 
axes, an iron tomahawk, a tobacco pipe and some fragments of deer 
1 lones. ,

38. Some ash beds of Huron camps are met with on the farm of 
Alex. Begg, the west half of lot 5, concession 10. They lia've found 
pottery shreds, pipes, stone axes and numbers of iron tomahawks. 
Southwest of this site, which is not large, there is a small huckleberry 
marsh : it is on the opposite side of the road, on lot 4, but near the 
site.

39. A site of moderate dimensions occurs on the northwest quarter 
of lot 4, concession 10,—the farm of James Stewart. < In a patch of 
high ground, toward the centre of the farm, they have found pottery 
fragments, iron knives, iron tomahawks, etc. Similar relics have been 
found on the adjoining tifty-acre farm, or southwest quarter of the 
same lot 4, which is cultivated by Mr. Begg; and also a few on the 
.east half, owned and occupied by Robert C. Stewart.'

‘ Jf
40. Across the road, on the east half of lot 4, concession 9, James 

Paden, the owner, has found iron tomahawks, pottery fragments, etc 
in ash beds and patches blackened by Huron camp-tires. These occur 
on the highest ground—a larve knoll at the rear of his farm.

41. A similar small site occurs on the east half of lot 3, concession 
9. In the extreme southeast corner, the usual relics have been found ; 
and a part of this site extends into the adjoining land of Joseph

' Greatrix, where he has found the kinds of relics mentioned under the 
last site, besides stone axes. On its north side this village w/ts near 
another huckleberry marsh.

42. Another site, distinct from the one last mentioned, is on the 
farm of Joseph Greatrix, the east half of lot 2, concession 9. Mr. 
Greatrix has lived on this farm for 25 years, and has frequently found, 
at the rear of it-, the usual remains of camps and the same kinds of 
relics as occur at the other villages of this group.
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